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Abstract
Financial institutions commonly face the risk that large trades will exe-

cute at unfavorable prices due to price impact effects from insufficient market
liquidity. A typical method to manage these price impact effects is to split
a given order into smaller pieces and to trade these pieces sequentially over
time. Such a strategy, however, is exposed to market risk. Unlike price impact,
market risk can be hedged. This paper explores the market risk management
of the liquidation of a large trade that is subject to price impact. Specifically,
we consider an investor, such as a large financial institution or a broker-dealer,
who must a priori liquidate a large position in a primary risky asset whose
price is influenced by the investor’s liquidation strategy. The investor hedges
the market risk involved with liquidation by simultaneously taking a position
in a liquid proxy asset that is imperfectly correlated with the primary asset.
We show that the optimal strategies for an investor with a finite investment
horizon and constant absolute risk aversion are deterministic and we find them
explicitly using the calculus of variations. We find that the liquidation strategy
for an investor able to hedge market risk is the same as the liquidation strategy
of a less risk-averse investor without such a hedge. Similarly, the liquidation
strategy for an investor able to hedge market risk is the same as for an investor
facing higher price impact effects but without the ability to hedge market risk.

Keywords: optimal liquidation, optimal execution, hedging market risk, block
trades, indifference price, price spread
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1 Introduction
Large financial institutions commonly face the problem of how to efficiently liquidate
large blocks of shares. Examples include large asset managers who sell assets to
meet redemptions or to rebalance portfolios, insurance companies who sell holdings
to pay claims, and private equity firms who sell stakes in portfolio companies after
taking them public. Instantaneous execution of a block of shares that constitutes
a significant percentage of the average daily volume of a stock might either be
impossible or prohibitively expensive due to a lack of sufficient market liquidity.
An institution might attempt to solve this problem by splitting its large order into
smaller blocks and trading these blocks sequentially over time. If the institution seeks
but cannot find instant liquidity, however, then it essentially has two options: trade
in a so-called dark pool or solicit the services of a broker-dealer. The broker-dealer
may execute the institution’s trade on an agency basis or on a principal basis in
a so-called bought deal. If the broker-dealer trades as principal with the financial
institution in a bought deal, it provides the instant liquidity that the institution
demands by assuming ownership of its entire position in exchange for compensation.
The broker-dealer will then typically form a syndicate of buyers for subsets of the
original block of shares, with any residual remaining in its inventory. This residual
inventory is generally liquidated over time and is thus subject to market risk, which
can be at least partially hedged by taking a symmetric position in a related and
relatively liquid asset. For example, if the residual inventory to be liquidated is
1,500,000 shares of stock in Procter & Gamble, the broker-dealer might immediately
take a short position in the S&P 500 Index using, perhaps, index futures contracts
or exchange traded funds tracking the index. Over time, the broker-dealer sells its
long position in Procter & Gamble and buys back its short position in the S&P 500
Index. The returns of Procter & Gamble and the S&P 500 are likely correlated, and
being long one and short the other partially reduces the market risk on the overall
position.

In this paper, we study the problem faced by an investor who must balance the
need to liquidate with the costs of illiquidity. Specifically, we consider the problem
faced by an investor who must a priori liquidate a large position in a primary risky
asset whose price is influenced by the investor’s strategy. The investor attempts to
hedge the market risk involved in liquidating over time by simultaneously taking
a position in a liquid proxy risky asset that is imperfectly correlated with the
primary asset. The investor is assumed to be either a large financial institution or a
broker-dealer trading as principal in a block trade.

Liquidation is assumed to be motivated purely by exogenous liquidity reasons,
e.g. portfolio rebalancing, cash flow, or hedging. The investor is not motivated by
private information about the fundamental value of the assets.

It is assumed that the investor’s trades in the primary asset impact its price
due to adverse feedback effects from the sizes of the trades. Conversely, the proxy
asset is taken to be perfectly liquid. The price of the primary asset is modeled as
an instance of the Almgren-Chriss model for price impact (see Almgren and Chriss
(1999), Almgren and Chriss (2001), and Almgren (2003)), while the price of the
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proxy asset is modeled according to a Bachelier model with drift. Market risk is
proxied by the covariance matrix of the two assets. Proceeds from the liquidation
of the primary asset are deposited into a riskless money market account, and the
investor then uses these funds to take positions in the liquid proxy asset. Liquidation
must be completed by a prespecified terminal time. Following Schöneborn (2008),
Schied and Schöneborn (2009), and Schied et al. (2010), among others, we assume
that the investor’s criterion is to maximize his expected utility of terminal wealth.
Herein, we assume that the investor’s the utility function exhibits constant absolute
risk aversion (CARA).

Our results are as follows. We use an extension of a technique found in Schied et al.
(2010) to show that the optimal strategies for the CARA investor are deterministic
functions of time. We find closed-form expressions for the optimal strategies using
calculus of variations and analyze their properties. We also compute the broker-
dealer’s minimum fee for entering into an agreement to trade as principal with a
liquidity-demanding financial institution.

In turn, we restrict our attention to the no-drift market, where we show several
interesting properties of the optimal liquidation strategies. We show that, as the
correlation between the primary and proxy assets approaches one, the investor
increasingly acts as if he were risk-neutral. More generally, we establish that an
increase in the correlation between the proxy and the primary assets has the effect
that the investor liquidates his position in the primary asset as if he were less risk-
averse (holding all else constant). Similarly, an increase in the correlation between
the proxy and the primary asset has the effect that the investor liquidates as if there
were less price impact (holding all else constant). Finally, we show that the investor
is always better off, in terms of his expected utility, by hedging the market risk
involved with liquidation using a correlated and relatively liquid proxy asset.

Market risk management for a risk-averse investor facing price impact risk because
of a need to liquidate a large position has not been studied from a theoretical
normative perspective. The most closely related paper to ours is Ankirchner et al.
(2013), who study the trade-off facing a risk-neutral investor between paying for
instant liquidity to hedge a forward position and the basis risk involved in hedging
it with futures contracts. Also, Rogers and Singh (2010) and Li and Almgren (2014)
study the effects of illiquidity costs on the hedging strategies of European claims.

Broadly speaking, the literature on price impact and block trades tends to focus
on a few separate but related objectives. These objectives include understanding the
market microstructure foundations of price impact and understanding the activities
and optimal liquidation strategies of the large trader. Empirical studies of the price
effects of large trades (see, among others, Kraus and Stoll (1972), Holthausen et al.
(1987), Stoll (1989), Holthausen et al. (1990), Keim and Madhavan (1995a), Keim
and Madhavan (1995b), Almgren et al. (2005), Frino et al. (2006), Obizhaeva (2007),
and Ryu (2013)) have demonstrated that the size of the trade adversely influences
the price at which it is executed and that prices following a large trade only partially
recover to their ex-ante levels. Several explanations for these effects are put forth
in the literature. Kyle (1985) and Easley and O’Hara (1987), for example, provide
theoretical frameworks in which these price effects are explained by the existence
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of asymmetric information among investors. On the other hand, price effects in
Grossman and Miller (1988) arise because liquidity demanders effectively pay other
market participants to hold suboptimal portfolios for the privilege of transacting
sooner rather than later.

A separate line of literature, beginning with Bertsimas and Lo (1998) and
Almgren and Chriss (1999), take these empirical price effects as exogenous instead of
attempting to explain them. For recent developments see, among others, Obizhaeva
and Wang (2013), Schied and Schöneborn (2009), Gatheral and Schied (2011),
Predoiu et al. (2011), Schied (2013), Li and Almgren (2014) and Bechler and
Ludkovski (2014). The treatment of price effects as exogenous typically results
in analytically tractable statistical models that can be used to study the optimal
liquidation strategies for large trades. Herein, we focus on this latter segment of
the literature in our study of the optimal liquidation and hedging strategies of the
investor. Aside from tractability, we base our model on a continuous-time version of
the model introduced by Bertsimas and Lo (1998) and Almgren and Chriss (1999)
(see, among others, Almgren (2003)) because it forms the basis for many liquidation
algorithms used in practice and because the model separates the effects of market
risk and price impact risk, which is germane to our objective.

The problem we pose is consistent with theoretical results from the literature.
For example, Burdett and O’Hara (1987) consider the syndication strategy of a block
trader and demonstrate that it is optimal for a block trader to retain a position in
the asset due to search costs. In addition, Seppi (1990) shows that a large trader
who trades solely for portfolio rebalancing reasons, rather than for information-
related reasons, chooses to trade in off-exchange alternative trading mechanisms,
such as dark pools and block trading services, rather than liquidate over time on an
exchange. Finally, this paper is also related to the literature on dealers’ inventory
management. Stoll (1978) shows that the dealer’s price to provide liquidity is related
to the compensation he requires to hold a suboptimal portfolio position, and that
this price is thus increasing in his risk aversion. In a model integrating a bank’s risk
management and capital structure and budgeting decisions, Froot and Stein (1998)
argue that a broker-dealer commands a risk premium for exposure to non-hedgeable
risks and that this risk premium is based on correlations with the broker-dealer’s
existing inventory of non-hedgeable risks.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the continuous-time
model and derive the value of the investor’s portfolio through time. In section 3, we
show that the optimal strategies are deterministic and we construct them explicitly.
We then analyze the optimal strategies and compute the broker-dealer’s minimum
fee for transacting in a bought deal. In section 4, we restrict our attention to the
no-drift market. We conclude in section 5. For the reader’s convenience, we provide
all proofs in an appendix.
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2 The market environment
We describe the market environment in which the investor operates. The investor
starts at time t = 0 and must liquidate a large position in a risky asset, called the
primary asset, by an exogenous terminal time T > 0. Liquidation proceeds are
deposited into a riskless money market account that pays zero interest. The money
market account is paired with a perfectly liquid risky asset, called the proxy asset,
to form a portfolio that the investor rebalances over time. The primary asset has
price SIt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T , and exhibits price impact due to the feedback effects of the
investor’s liquidation strategy. Its price dynamics follow a simple Almgren-Chriss
model (see Almgren and Chriss (1999, 2001) and Almgren (2003)). Therefore, the
price admits a decomposition into the sum of a so-called unaffected component and
a price impact component. Namely,

SIt = S̃It + It, (1)

where the unaffected component, S̃I , corresponds to the price available in the market
if the investor were not trading, and

t

the price impact component, It, represents the
per-share cost that the investor incurs in order to liquidate his position.

The price of the unaffected component, S̃I , 0 ≤ t ≤ T, of the primary asset and
the price of the proxy asset,

t

St, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , are both given by Bachelier models with
drift. Specifically,

S̃It = SI0 + µIt+ σIW
I
t (2)

and

St = S0 + µt+ σWt, (3)

where SI0 , S0, µI , σI , µ and σ are positive constants, and W I
t and Wt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , are

standard, correlated Brownian motions, with correlation coefficient

ρ ∈ [0, 1), (4)

defined on a filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft),P) in which the filtration (Ft),
0 ≤ t ≤ T , satisfies the usual conditions of completeness and right-continuity.

We note that µI and µ are absolute (not percentage) mean returns and, re-
spectively, σI and σ are absolute (not percentage) volatilities. Market risk in this
environment is proxied by the covariance matrix

Σ = σ2 ρσσI
ρσσI σ2

I
.

( )
The above assumptions on the drifts and entries of the covariance matrix guarantee
the absence of arbitrage opportunities between the unaffected component (2) of the
primary asset and the proxy asset (3).

Let ηt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , denote the number of shares that the investor holds in the
primary asset. We assume that the investor is initially long the primary asset, i.e.
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η0 > 0, and require that liquidation is complete at terminal time, i.e. ηT = 0. We
further assume that the mapping t 7→ ηt is absolutely continuous with derivative η̇t.

The price impact component It of the primary asset (1) admits the decomposition

It = γ(ηt − η0) + θη̇t,

where γ ≥ 0 is called the coefficient of permanent price impact and θ > 0 is called the
coefficient of temporary price impact. For information on estimating the coefficients
of permanent and temporary price impact see, among others, Almgren and Chriss
(1999) and Almgren et al. (2005). We deduce from (1) and (2) that the price of the
primary asset can be written as

SIt = SI0 + µIt+ σIW
I
t + γ(ηt − η0)− θξt, (5)

where we have represented η̇t by −ξt, so that

ηt = η0 −
0
ξudu, 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (6)

∫ t

We use πt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , to denote the number of shares of the proxy asset that
the investor holds. We assume that the process π = (πt) is self-financing. Moreover,
we assume that the process (πt, ξt), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , is Ft−progressively measurable and
that |πt| and |ξt| are bounded uniformly for almost all (t, ω). We denote by A(T, η0)
the set of processes (πt, ξt), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , that satisfy the above assumptions and the
so-called finite fuel constraint, namely

η0 =
T

0
ξudu.

∫
In turn, we denote by Adet(T, η0) the subset of deterministic processes in A(T, η0).

The above model for the price SI , 0 ≤ t ≤ T, of the primary asset is frequently
called the Almgren-Chriss model of

t

price impact, named for the authors of the
foundational papers Almgren and Chriss (1999) and Almgren and Chriss (2001)
(see, also, Almgren (2003)), although versions of the model appeared earlier (see,
for example, Bertsimas and Lo (1998) and Madhavan (2000)). The Almgren-Chriss
model incorporates both the permanent and temporary price impacts observed
in empirical studies of large trades (see, among others, Kraus and Stoll (1972),
Holthausen et al. (1987), Stoll (1989), Holthausen et al. (1990), Keim and Madhavan
(1995a), Keim and Madhavan (1995b), Almgren et al. (2005), Frino et al. (2006),
Obizhaeva (2007) and Ryu (2013)) while also being sufficiently tractable for the
analysis of optimal trading strategies.

A shortcoming of the model is that the prices of the primary and proxy assets
can become negative. For instance, the price of the proxy may become negative
with probability

P(St < 0) = P(S0 + µt+ σWt < 0) = Φ − S0 µt

σ
√
t

,

(
( + )

)
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where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal random
variable. However, even very large asset positions are typically liquidated within a
few√ days or hours, and it is reasonable to assume that S0 + µt is much larger than
σ t and that, in turn, the price of the proxy becomes negative only with negligible
probability.

A similar remark holds for the price of the primary asset, although this price may
also become negative because of the temporary and permanent price components
in (5). This may happen, for instance, when a very large asset position is sold in a
very short time interval. With realistic parameter values, however, negative prices
for the primary asset will occur with only negligible probability.

We stress that since the investor is selling a position in the primary asset, we
expect that the path of ηt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , will be non-increasing and, in turn, of finite
variation. Therefore, assuming that the mapping t 7→ ηt is absolutely continuous is
reasonable. We could allow for jumps in ηt, but this leads to analytical intractability.
Moreover, in a model allowing jumps, Obizhaeva and Wang (2013) find that, for
realistic model parameters, the optimal strategy is absolutely continuous except for
very small trades at the front and back ends of the trading horizon.

2.1 Portfolio value
We derive the value of the investor’s portfolio that consists of positions in the
proxy asset and the riskless money market into which liquidation proceeds from the
primary asset are deposited. Over the horizon [0, T ], the investor liquidates the long
position in the primary asset into a riskless money market account that pays zero
interest and initially has zero balance.1 At time t, the investor sells ξtdt = −η̇tdt
shares of the primary asset for price SIt . The value of the money market account,∫
Vt(ξ), 0 t≤ t ≤ T , following strategy ξ = (ξt) is therefore ξ0 sS

I
sds. Using (5) and

integrating by parts, we obtain that Vt(ξ) can be written as

Vt(ξ) = SI0η0 −
γ

2 η
2
0 + µI

t

0
ηsds+ σI

t

0
ηsdW

I
s − θ

t

0
ξ2
sds

−ηt
(
SI0 + µIt+ σIW

I
t + γ

2 (ηt − 2η0)
)
,

∫ ∫ ∫

where ηt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , is given by (6).
The investor then trades between the money market account and the liquid proxy

asset in a self-financing fashion. The position in the proxy is worth πtSt at time
t, and the self-financing assumption implies d(πtSt) = πtdSt. Therefore, the total

1The zero initial balance in the money market account means that we assume that the investor
has zero initial wealth. Mathematically this assumption is innocuous, as the optimal strategy for
a CARA utility function is independent of initial wealth (see Theorem 3.1). However, from a
practical perspective this assumption is undesirable, as one expects in reality that the investor’s
initial capital will affect his risk-bearing capacity and consequently his optimal strategies.
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value of the investor’s portfolio, X = π,ξXt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T , is given by

Xπ,ξ
t = Vt(ξ) +

t

0
πsdSs

= x0 + µI

∫ t

0
ηsds+ σI

∫ t

0
ηsdW

I
s − θ

∫ t

0
ξ2
sds+ µ

∫ t

0
πsds

+σ
∫ t

πsdWs − ηt
(
SI0 + µIt+ σIW

I
t + γ

2 (ηt − 2η0)
)
,

∫

0

where the constant x0 is defined as

x0 = SI0η0 −
γ

2 η
2
0 . (7)

Finally, the condition ηT = 0 implies that the value of the portfolio at terminal time
T can be written as

Xπ,ξ
T = x0 + µI

T

0
ηsds+ σI

T

0
ηsdW

I
s − θ

T

0
ξ2
sds+ µ

T

0
πsds+ σ

T

0
πsdWs.

(8)

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

2.2 Regularity considerations
Standard financial models are considered regular or viable if they do not admit
arbitrage opportunities. However, Huberman and Stanzl (2004) were among the first
to identify additional irregularities that can occur in price impact models which can
lead to the non-existence of optimal strategies. Other notions of market irregularity
in price impact models have since been introduced and studied by Klöck et al. (2011),
Gatheral and Schied (2011), Alfonsi et al. (2012), Roch and Soner (2013), among
others. We now briefly discuss these notions of irregularity and comment on the
regularity of our model.

To distinguish between the effects of price impact and the effects from potentially
profitable strategies arising from exploiting the drift, regularity conditions are
formulated in the no-drift setting, i.e. where µ = µI = 0. Moreover, the regularity
conditions are formed in terms of the expected value of liquidation proceeds. There
are three related, but not necessarily equivalent, notions of regularity that are popular
in the optimal execution literature. These are: the absence of price manipulation,
the absence of transaction-triggered price manipulation, and the absence of negative
expected execution costs (see Gatheral and Schied (2011) for a review).

In our setting, a price manipulation strategy is a policy (π, ξ), with corresponding
position η in the primary asset given by (6), that satisfies η0 = ηT = 0 and is such
that E( π,ξXT ) > 0. Such strategies were introduced by Huberman and Stanzl (2004).
Therein, it was shown that, in some models, the presence of price manipulation
strategies can lead to “quasi-arbitrage,” which is a weak form of arbitrage. Moreover,
in our setting, the existence of price manipulation would imply the non-existence of an
optimal execution strategy for a risk-neutral investor. This is because an arbitrarily
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large expected terminal wealth can be generated by a strategy that adds together
multiples of a price manipulation strategy (see Klöck et al. (2011)). Although the
absence of price manipulation strategies is necessary for the regularity of price
impact models, Alfonsi et al. (2012) observe that it is not sufficient. Therein, the
authors propose the notion of transaction-triggered price manipulation, which occurs
if the expected revenues of a liquidation order can be increased by intermediate buy
trades. In our setting, transaction-triggered price manipulation occurs if there exists
an initial position η0, a liquidation horizon T > 0, and a corresponding strategy
(π̄, ξ̄) = (π̄ π̄, ξ̄)(η0, T ) such that E( ,ξ̄XT ) is strictly greater than the supremum of
E( π,ξXT ) over all strategies (π, ξ) = (π, ξ)(η0, T ) that are monotone increasing or
decreasing in time. Finally, the third notion of irregularity, called negative expected
execution costs, was introduced independently by Klöck et al. (2011) and Roch and
Soner (2013). In our setting, the market admits negative expected execution costs if
there exists a liquidation horizon T > 0 and a corresponding liquidation strategy
(π, ξ) = (π, ξ)(T ) such that E( π,ξXT ) > η0S

I
0 . For the relations among the above

notions of irregularity in price impact models, we refer the reader to Klöck et al.
(2011).

We now comment on the regularity of our model. In our setting, the expected
value of the portfolio at terminal time (in the no-drift market) is given by

E(Xπ,ξ
T ) = x0 − θ

T

0
ξ2
sds. (9)

∫
A straightforward application of Jensen’s inequality and the strict concavity of
the mapping (π, ξ) 7→ E( π,ξXT ) shows that the unique liquidation strategy ξ∗t that
maximizes the expected revenues (9) among admissible strategies (π, ξ) ∈ A(T, η0)
has constant trading rate, namely

ξ∗t = η0

T
. (10)

We note that in practice time is usually parameterized in volume time, and for this
reason, (10) is commonly called a volume-weighted average price (VWAP) strategy.
The significance of finding the explicit solution (10) to the problem of maximizing
liquidation revenues is that it can be combined with the results of Klöck et al. (2011)
to deduce that the model herein is free from price manipulation, transaction-triggered
price manipulation, and negative expected execution costs.

3 Solution under CARA risk preferences
We pose and solve the investor’s optimization problem. The investor faces a trade-off
between the costs of quick liquidation and market risk exposure in slow liquidation.
Following Schied and Schöneborn (2009) and Schied et al. (2010), among others, we
assume that the investor is risk-averse and seeks to maximize the expected utility of
the terminal value of his wealth.
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We assume that the investor’s utility function u is of the exponential (CARA)
form,

u(x) = −e−αx, (11)

where α > 0 is the absolute risk aversion coefficient. In turn, the investor’s objective
is to solve ( )

v(T, x0, η0) = sup
(π,ξ)∈A(T,η0)

E − exp(−αXπ,ξ
T ) , (12)

where x0 is given by (7), π,ξXT is as in (8), η0 > 0 is the initial position in the
primary asset, and the set A(T, η0) in defined in section 2.

A natural conjecture is that the optimal strategies solving (12) are deterministic.
To see why, consider that in the original Merton problem (see Merton (1969)), the
optimal investment policy for a CARA investor in a market in which the price of
the risky asset is given by a Bachelier model with drift is to hold a constant number
of shares in the risky asset through time. Moreover, as Schied et al. (2010) show,
the optimal liquidation strategy for a CARA investor in a pure liquidation model
(without the proxy asset) is deterministic. The following theorem shows that this
conjecture is indeed valid.

Theorem 3.1. Let the positive constant κρ be defined by

κρ := ασ2
I (1− ρ2)

2θ , (13)
√

where ρ is as in (4), σI and θ as in (5), and α as in (11). Then, the a.s-unique
optimal policy in (12) is the deterministic strategy (π∗, ξ∗) given by

π∗t = 1
α

µ

σ2 − ρ
σI
σ
η∗t , (14)

and

ξ∗t = κρη0
cosh(κρ(T − t))

sinh(κρT ) + ρ
µ

σ
− µI
σI

eκρ(T−t) − eκρt√
2αθ(1− ρ2)(eκρT + 1)

, (15)
( )

where

η∗t = η0
sinh(κρ(T − t))

sinh(κρT ) − ρ
µ

σ
− µI
σI

(eκρ(T−t) − 1)(eκρt − 1)
α(1− ρ2)σI(eκρT + 1) . (16)

( )

The optimal allocation π∗ in the proxy asset in (14) is the sum of the myopic
Merton portfolio for optimal investment in the proxy asset (see Merton (1969)) and
a hedging demand component given in terms of the position in the primary asset.
This hedging demand is always negative, as the investor hedges the market risk
involved in the liquidation by shorting a specific number of shares of the proxy
asset, and then rebalancing dynamically over time as the shares in the primary asset
are liquidated. The number of shares is given by the so-called minimum variance
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hedge ratio, ρσI/σ. Note that a similar result appears in Ankirchner et al. (2013).
Furthermore, observe that the hedge ratio can be estimated empirically as the beta
of a regression of prices of the primary asset on prices of the proxy asset.2

As the optimal strategies (14), (15) and (16) are deterministic functions of time,
we observe that under CARA preferences there is no intertemporal updating over
the liquidation horizon. This aspect also holds in the pure liquidation setting in
more general optimal execution models (see, for example, Schied et al. (2010)) and
in many algorithms in practice.

If ρ = 0 then the optimal strategies in the primary and proxy assets decouple.
That is,

π∗t = 1
α

µ

σ2 , η∗t = η0
sinh(κ0(T − t))

sinh(κT ) + µI
σI

(eκ0(T−t) − 1)(eκ0t − 1)
ασI(eκ0T + 1) ,

where κ0 =
2ασ

2
I

θ . These are, respectively, the optimal strategies for the Merton
problem under CARA preferences (see Merton (1969)) and the optimal strategies
for pure liquidation problem of an asset with price impact in a market without a
proxy (see Schied et al. (2010)).

The correlation-adjusted difference in the Sharpe ratios of the assets,

√

ρ
µ

σ
− µI
σI
, (17)

appears in the second components of both (15) and (16). This quantity represents
the extent to which directional or trend views in the primary and proxy assets enter
into the liquidation strategies, since it is the only place that the drifts µI and µ
of the primary and proxy assets appear in the optimal strategies for the primary
asset. Thus, both the speed of liquidation and the number of shares in the primary
asset can be decomposed into the sum of the no-drift solution (see section 4) and a
term incorporating drift effects. A similar decomposition appeared in Almgren and
Chriss (1999) and Schied et al. (2010). The second term incorporating drift effects
allows the investor to adjust his speed of liquidation in order to take advantage of
his directional views on the assets.

Finally, the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows (see (33) in the appendix) that the
maximal terminal expected utility (12) can be written in terms of ξ∗ and η∗ alone,
i.e. in terms of only the optimal strategies for the primary asset. Specifically,

E[u(Xπ∗,ξ∗

T )] = − exp −αSI0η0 + α
γ

2 η
2
0 −

1
2
µ2

σ2T + αθ

∫ T

0
(ξ∗t )2dt

−αµI(1− ρ)
∫ T

0
η∗t dt+ α2

2 (1− ρ2)σ2
I

∫ T

0
(η∗t )2dt

)
. (18)

(

2Recall that, for tractability, prices in the model are given by arithmetic Brownian motions
with drift, not by geometric Brownian motions as is typically assumed. Therefore, the proposed
regression uses time series of price data and not returns data.
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3.1 The broker-dealer’s minimum fee or discount
One way that financial institutions can obtain instant liquidity is by entering into
an agreement with a broker-dealer in which the broker-dealer agrees to trade as
principal with the institution in exchange for an upfront fee. Such a fee is frequently
quoted as a spread or on a discount basis. We now compute the minimum fee that
the broker-dealer should charge a liquidity-demanding financial institution to enter
into such an agreement. At time t = 0, this fee is defined by the amount h(η0, T )
such that the broker-dealer is indifferent between (i) not trading at all, and (ii)
agreeing to trade as principal with the institution, and then investing optimally
while taking into account, on the one hand, the liability of liquidating the shares in
the primary asset with price impact, and on the other, the compensation h(η0, T ).
Therefore, in a financial economics context, the broker-dealer’s minimum fee can
be interpreted as his indifference price for taking on and liquidating the financial
institution’s position.

Proposition 3.2. Let ξ∗ and η∗ be given by (15) and (16), respectively. The
broker-dealer’s minimum fee h(η0, T ) at time t = 0 for trading as principal with a
liquidity-demanding financial institution is given by

h(η0, T ) = γ

2 η
2
0 + θ

T

0
(ξ∗t )2dt+ α

2 (1− ρ2)σ2
I

T

0
(η∗t )2dt (19)

−

(
SI0η0 + 1

2α
µ2

σ2T + µI(1− ρ)
∫ T

0
η∗t dt

)
. (20)

∫ ∫

The various components of the broker-dealer’s minimum fee admit the following
economic interpretation. The first term in (19) shows that the effect of the permanent
price impact γ enters only through the initial position η0 in the primary asset and is
unaffected by the presence of the proxy as a hedge. The second term in (19) accounts
for the temporary price impact over the liquidation period through the temporary
impact coefficient θ and an integral of the square of the speed of liquidation that,
in effect, represents the nonlinear nature of the transactions costs involved. The
third integral in (19) incorporates the volatility risk involved in the transaction.
These terms are all positive and thus are factors that increase the indifference price.
As seen in (20), three other positive terms are then subtracted, and therefore are
factors that decrease the indifference price. The first term in (20) is the book value
of the shares of the primary asset. In the case of the broker-dealer accepting to
trade as principal with another institution, this is the book value of the shares
that are transferred to the broker-dealer for liquidation. The last two terms in (20)
represent the positive value of exploiting the drifts of the two assets in the course of
liquidation.

12



4 Liquidation in the no-drift market
We consider the special case of liquidating in a no-drift market environment, by
which we mean that µ = µI = 0. This corresponds to the case where the prices of
the proxy asset and the unaffected component of the primary asset are martingales.
In other words, the investor does not have directional views on the future prices of
the assets. Martingality of the unaffected component of the asset under liquidation is
commonly assumed in the optimal execution literature on the basis that drift effects
can largely be ignored due to short trading horizons (see, among others, Almgren
and Chriss (1999), Almgren (2003), and Klöck et al. (2011)).

From Theorem 3.1, the optimal strategies in the no-drift market are given by

π∗t = −ρ I

σ
η∗t , (21)

ξ∗t = κρη0
cosh(κρ(T − t))

sinh(κρT ) , (22)

σ

and
η∗t = η0

sinh(κρ(T − t))
sinh(κρT ) , (23)

where we recall that κρ is given by

κρ := ασ2
I (1− ρ2)

2θ . (24)
√

Figures 1, 2 and 3 describe the optimal strategies in the no-drift market for varying
levels of the correlation ρ between the unaffected component of the primary asset
and the proxy. The correlation ρ represents the effect of the proxy asset on hedging
the market risk involved in liquidating the primary asset over time.

The policy ξ∗, the optimal speed of liquidating the primary asset, is shown in
Figure 1. The strategy has steepest gradient and is most convex when there is no
correlation, and both its gradient and curvature decrease as ρ increases. As the
correlation between the primary and proxy assets increases and the market risk is
increasingly hedged, the investor becomes less “impatient” in his need to liquidate
his position in the primary asset.

Figure 2 depicts the optimal number of shares in the proxy asset through time.
If the correlation is zero, then the Merton strategy is optimal. On the other hand, if
the correlation is positive, the optimal strategy is to immediately short a certain
number of shares given by the hedge ratio ρσI/σ and then to gradually buy back
the shares over time. This is the mechanism by which the market risk involved in
liquidating the primary asset over time is hedged by the presence of the correlated
proxy asset.

Figure 3 shows the optimal allocation in the primary asset through time. The
strategy is most convex when there is no correlation (e.g. no liquid proxy available)
and becomes less convex if there is correlation. It is linear (see Proposition 4.1)
in the limit as the correlation ρ approaches one. Here again, we observe that the
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Figure 1: The policy ξ∗, the optimal speed at which shares of the primary asset are
liquidated in the no-drift market. Parameters: α = 10, σ = σI = 0.03, θ = 0.05,
η0 = 100, T = 10.
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Figure 2: The policy π∗, the optimal number of shares in the proxy asset over time
in the no-drift market. Parameters: α = 10, σ = σI = 0.03, θ = 0.05, η0 = 100,
T = 10.
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Figure 3: The policy η∗, the optimal number of shares in the primary asset over
time in the no-drift market. Parameters: α = 10, σ = σI = 0.03, θ = 0.05, η0 = 100,
T = 10.

availability of the proxy for use as a hedge allows the investor to be less aggressive
in his liquidation strategy.

The following propositions yield various results that hold in the no-drift market.

Proposition 4.1. If µ = µI = 0, the optimal strategies are given by (21), (22) and
(23), where κρ is as in (24). Moreover, the following assertions hold:

i) The optimal policy ξ∗t satisfies

lim
ρ↑1

ξ∗t = 0

T
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (25)η

ii) Let ξ∗t (α, ρ) and η∗t (α, ρ) denote (22) and (23), respectively, for risk aversion
coefficient α and correlation parameter ρ. Then,

ξ∗t (α, ρ) = ξ∗t (α̂, ρ̂) and η∗t (α, ρ) = η∗t (α̂, ρ̂) (26)

for all t ∈ [0, T ], if and only if

α(1− ρ2) = α̂(1− ρ̂2). (27)

iii) Let ξ∗t (θ, ρ) and η∗t (θ, ρ) denote (22) and (23), respectively, for temporary
price impact parameter θ and correlation parameter ρ. Then,

ξ∗t (θ, ρ) = ξ∗t (θ̂, ρ̂) and η∗t (θ, ρ) = η∗t (θ̂, ρ̂) (28)

for all t ∈ [0, T ], if and only if

1− ρ2

θ
= 1− ρ̂2

θ̂
. (29)
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The above results show how the liquid proxy acts as a hedge on the market risk
incurred by liquidating the position in the primary asset over time. Observe that the
right-hand side of (25) is the VWAP strategy (10), which is optimal for a risk-neutral
investor. That is, the hedge becomes “perfect” as ρ approaches one, in the sense that
the investor’s optimal strategy is to act as if he is effectively risk-neutral. Note that,
although the presence of the proxy asset allows the investor to hedge the market
risk involved with liquidating the position in the primary asset over time, it does
not allow the investor to hedge the price impact risk (represented by the coefficient
of temporary price impact θ in (24)).

The effect of the proxy asset on the investor’s optimal liquidation strategies is
also shown in part (ii) of the above proposition. This result shows explicitly the
trade off between the investor’s risk aversion and his ability to hedge the market
risk in his liquidation. For example, the optimal strategies involving the primary
asset for an investor with risk aversion α and proxy asset with correlation ρ are the
same as for an investor with no effective hedge available (ρ = 0) and risk aversion
α(1 2− ρ ). In effect, for a fixed risk aversion coefficient, an increase in the correlation
between the proxy and (unaffected component of) the primary causes the investor
to act as if he were less risk-averse. Note that this equivalence of strategies only
holds for the investor’s position in the primary asset and not for his position in the
proxy asset itself (see (21)).

Part (iii) of the above proposition shows a similar result on the effects of the
temporary price impact parameter θ and the correlation parameter ρ on the optimal
liquidation strategies in the primary asset. The availability of the proxy asset to
hedge market risk effectively causes the investor’s position in the primary asset
to be as if the temporary price impact effect were actually lower. In particular,
the investor’s strategies in the primary asset when there is no proxy with which to
effectively hedge the market risk (ρ = 0) and the temporary impact is θ are the
same as the strategies when there is a hedge available with correlation ρ and the
temporary impact is equal to (1 2− ρ )θ.

Proposition 4.2. Let µ = µI = 0. Then, the following assertions hold:
i) The investor’s value function (12) at initial time is given by

v(T, x0, η0) = − exp
(
−αx0 + αθκρ coth(κρT )η2

0
)
, (30)

where x0 is as in (7). It is increasing in the correlation ρ.
ii) The broker-dealer’s minimum fee at initial time t = 0 is given by

h(η0, T ) = γ + θκρ coth(κρT ) η2
0 − SI0η0. (31)

(
2

)
The above result shows that the investor is better off if he can find a liquid and

correlated proxy asset to hedge the market risk incurred by liquidating the primary
asset over time. The proposition also yields the broker-dealer’s minimum fee (31) in
the no-drift market. Observe that both the value function and the indifference price
exhibit dependence on the coefficient of permanent price impact γ (through x0 in
(30); see (7)), whereas the optimal liquidation strategies only depend on temporary
price impact θ and are independent of permanent price impact.
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Figure 4: The broker-dealer’s minimum spread, the indifference price expressed as
a percentage of the initial book value of the primary asset. Parameters: α = 1,
σ = σI = 0.019, γ = 7.5× 10−5, θ = 1× 10−7, η0 = 25, 000, T = 5.

Figure 4 depicts the broker-dealer’s minimum (percentage) spread or discount to
the book value of the position as a function of the correlation ρ. This discount is
calculated by dividing the minimum fee h(η0, T ) in (31) by SI0η0, the initial book
value of the position. The graph shows that the greater the broker-dealer is able to
hedge his market risk, the lower is his minimum spread.

5 Conclusions and possible extensions
This paper studies the problem of an investor who hedges the market risk involved in
liquidating a large position in a primary asset over time by simultaneously investing
liquidation proceeds in a liquid proxy asset and a money market account. Such
a problem is commonly encountered in practice by broker-dealers. In a simple
Almgren-Chriss type model, we show that the solution is deterministic if the investor
has CARA preferences. We find the optimal strategies explicitly and study their
properties. We also explicitly find the broker-dealer’s minimum fee it should charge
to provide instant liquidity to a financial institution in a block trade on a principal
basis. This fee has a natural interpretation as the broker-dealer’s indifference price.
In the no-drift special case of the model, we provide results on the interplay among
risk aversion, price impact risk, and market risk. We find that it is always better,
from an expected utility perspective, for the investor to find a relatively liquid proxy
asset to hedge market risk in the liquidation of a primary asset.

There are a number of directions for future research. For example, we assume
herein that the liquidation must be complete by some exogenous terminal time,
which effectively restricts the investor’s set of possible strategies. It would be more
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realistic to consider a problem in which the terminal date for liquidation date is
endogenous.3 We expect that the availability of the proxy would give the investor
more time to liquidate.

In addition, the assumption of perfect liquidity of the proxy asset could be
relaxed in a more realistic model. Furthermore, one could check the robustness
of the results derived herein by considering more general models of price impact
and more general utility functions or risk criteria. In particular, while the CARA
preferences of the investor implied that his optimal strategies were independent of
his initial wealth, we do not expect this to hold for other utility functions.

Finally, one could also consider a more realistic setting in which the investor
receives multiple orders that arrive at random times during the liquidation or
investment period, or a model in which the investor completes the liquidation and
then continues investing.

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof proceeds in three steps. First, we show the equality

sup
(π,ξ)∈A(T,η0)

E[u(Xπ,ξ
T )] = sup

(π,ξ)∈Adet(T,η0)
E[u(Xπ,ξ

T )], (32)

where u is the exponential utility (11) and Adet(T, η0) is the subset of deterministic
strategies in A(T, η0). In the second step, we solve the right-hand side of (32), using
calculus of variations to find the unique maximizer over deterministic strategies. By
the first step, this deterministic strategy also maximizes the expected utility over all
strategies. Finally, we observe that the optimal strategy is unique since the mapping
(π, ξ)→ E(u( π,ξXT )) is strictly concave.

To begin, we prove (32) by adapting techniques used in Schied et al. (2010). To
this end, for (π, ξ) ∈ A(T, η0), define the processes π,ξYt and π,ξZt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T , by

Y π,ξt = −α σ
t

0
πsdWs + σI

t

0
ηs(ρdWs + 1− ρ2dW⊥s )

( ∫ ∫ √ )
and

Zπ,ξt = −α µ
t

0
πsds+ µI

t

0
ηsds− θ

t

0
ξ2
sds ,

( ∫ ∫ ∫ )
√

respectively, where W I
t = ρWt + 1 2− ρ W⊥t for some Brownian motion W⊥ that

is independent of W .
Observe that, since |πt| and |ξt| are assumed to be uniformly bounded, the

process π,ξ π,ξYt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T, is a martingale, with Y0 = 0 and its quadratic variation
3Upon completion of this work, the author became aware of the preprint Bechler and Ludkovski

(2014) in which the terminal date for the liquidation is determined endogenously. Endogeneity
of the liquidation time, however, requires informational effects from liquidation to be explicitly
modeled, unlike in the present paper. Indeed, herein it is easily seen that the value function (12) is
strictly increasing in the terminal horizon T .
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given by

〈
Y π,ξ

〉
t

= α2 σ2
t

0
π2
sdt+ 2ρσσI

t

0
ηsπsds+ σ2

I

t

0
η2
sds .

( ∫ ∫ ∫ )
Now let E(Y π,ξ)t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, denote the stochastic exponential, E(Y π,ξ)t =

π,ξ 1Y − Y π,ξe t 2 〈 〉
t , and observe that E[E(Y π,ξ)T ] = 1 by Novikov’s condition. Then,

dPπ,ξ

dP
= E(Y π,ξ)T ,

defines a measure Pπ,ξ on FT that is equivalent to P.
Next, we define

m := inf
(π,ξ)∈Adet(T,η0)

1
2
〈
Y π,ξ

〉
t

+ Zπ,ξT .

[ ]
It is easily seen that (32) follows trivially if m = −∞. If m > −∞, then we have,
for all (π, ξ) ∈ A(T, η0), that

m ≤ 1
2
〈
Y π,ξ

〉
t

+ Zπ,ξT , P− a.s.

Let ε > 0 and find (πε, ξε) ∈ Adet(T, η0) such that

1 ε
πε

2 Y ,ξε + π ,ξεZ ≤T m+ ε.
t

〈 〉
Then, for all (π, ξ) ∈ A(T, η0),

E[u(Xπ,ξ
T )] = −e−αx0E eY

π,ξ
T

+Zπ,ξ
T

= −e−αx0E
[
eY

π,ξ
T
− 1

2 〈Y π,ξ〉T+ 1
2 〈Y π,ξ〉T+Zπ,ξ

T

]
= −e−αx0Eπ,ξ

[
e

1
2 〈Y π,ξ〉T+Zπ,ξ

T

]
≤ −e−εe−αx0Eπ,ξ

[
e

1
2 〈Y π

ε,ξε〉
T

+Zπ
ε,ξε

T

]
= −e−εe−αx0+ 1

2 〈Y π
ε,ξε〉

T
+Zπ

ε,ξε

T

= −e−εE
[
u(Xπε,ξε

T )
]
,

[ ]

where π,ξ denotes expectation under the measure π,ξ. It follows easily thatE P

sup
(π,ξ)∈A(T,η0)

u XT ≤ e u XT ≤ e
(π,ξ)∈Adet(T,η0)

u XT .E[ ( π,ξ)] −εE[ ( πε,ξε)] −ε sup E[ ( π,ξ)]

Finally, letting ε ↓ 0 yields

sup
(π,ξ)∈A(T,η0)

E u Xπ,ξ
T ≤

(π,ξ)∈Adet(T,η0)
E u Xπ,ξ

T .[ ( )] sup [ ( )]
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Using that the opposite inequality clearly holds, the proof of (32) is complete.
Having shown (32), we now specify the optimal deterministic policy. First note

that optimizing

E[u(Xπ,ξ
T )] =− exp −αx0 − α µI

T

0
ηtdt+ µ

T

0
πtdt− θ

T

0
ξ2
t dt

−α2

(
σ2
∫ T

0
π2
t dt+ 2ρσσI

∫ T

0
ηtπtdt+ σ2

I

∫ T

0
η2
t dt

)))
(33)

( ( ∫ ∫ ∫

over deterministic strategies is equivalent to minimizing the functional∫ T

0
F (t, y(t), y′(t))dt, y(t) = (πt, ηt), (34)

over curves y(t) with y(0) = (0, η0) and y(T ) having second coordinate equal to 0
(i.e. ηT = 0), where F is given by

F (t, y, z) := α

2 y
>Σy − b>y + z>Lz, y, z ∈ R2,

and the quantities Σ, b and L are defined by

Σ := σ2 ρσσI
ρσσI σ2

I
, b := µ

µI
, L := 0 0

0 θ
.

( ) ( ) ( )
Next, we consider the mapping G : (y, z) 7→ F (t, y, z). Then, G has Hessian

2D G = αΣ + 2L, which is easily seen to be positive definite. The map G is thus
strictly convex, and results from calculus of variations (see, for example, Touzi
(2010), Theorem 2.10) imply that the unique minimizer to (34) is the solution to
the Euler-Lagrange equation

αΣy(t) = b+ 2Ly′′(t).

This, in turn, can be written in components as the set of equations{
σ2πt + ρσσIηt = µ

α
ρσσIπt + σ2

Iηt = µI
α + 2θ

α η̈t.
(35)

Substituting the first equation into the second, we obtain the following second-order
linear inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation (ODE) for ηt

2θη̈t I t
σ

subject to the initial and terminal conditions

− (1− ρ2)ασ2η = µ
ρσI − µI , (36)

,

η0 = η0 > 0, ηT = 0.

Finally, the ODE (36) is solved by (16), where κρ is as in (13). We find (14)
using (35), and (15) upon differentiating (16).
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. If the investor does not trade, then his value function in
(12) is given by v(T, 0, 0) = u(0) = −1. Otherwise, if he does trade, then v(T, x0, η0)
is equal to (18). The indifference price h(η0, T ) satisfies

−1 = u(0) = v(T, x0 + h(η0, T ), η0),

where x0 is as in (7). We then deduce (19), using (18).

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Part i) follows by an application of l’Hôspital’s rule to
(22). For parts ii) and iii), observe first that (22) and (23) depend on the parameters
α, ρ and θ only through κρ. The results then follow immediately upon examining
κρ in (24).

Proof of Proposition 4.2. Part i) follows from (18) and the identities∫ T

0
(ξ∗t )2dt = ασ2

I (1− ρ2)
2θ

η2
0

sinh2(κρT )
T

2 + sinh(2κρT )
4κρ

( )
and ∫ T

0
(η∗t )2dt = η2

0

sinh2(κρT )

(
sinh(2κρT )

4κρ
− T

2

)
.

Differentiating (30), we easily obtain that the value function is increasing in ρ. Part
ii) follows from i) and the equality v(T, x0 + h(η0, T ), η0) = −1, with x0 is as in
(7).
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